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About This Game

Yashik - it's very simple game with puzzles. You play as a small character who needs to get out of the room.Your task is to find
the key card and open the door. You can create platforms under your feet. Platforms can move or throws up you. Use orange

platform to jump across obstacles, yellow platform to move further, and green platform to avoid falling.
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[F] Create a platform
[W] Jump

[A] Move left
[D] Move right
[R] Restart level
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Title: Yashik
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
KGourmet
Publisher:
NedoStudio
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP (SP 2,3), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 mb

Storage: 128 MB available space

English
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There are 2 major flaws with Yashik preventing it from being fun.

The first, the hit boxes for the spikes. They a slightly larger than the actual image so you often feel like you were safe but nope
start that level again.

The second problem is you cant change the key bindings. So you're stuck moving the character with A and D to move left and
right, space to jump and then F to put down the blocks and E to go through the door. It might not sound so bad but since you
need to put the blocks down at very specific times you have your hands squashed together in this awkward way.
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